
T
he turret roofs on the T-34-85 varied depending on 

the factory at which they were manufactured. Its 

turret armor thickness was 20 mm, as compared to 

16 mm, on, for example, the German “Panther” tank. 

All T-34-85 roofs had two covers above the ventilators. At 

the end of 1945, one of the ventilators was placed in front 

of the loader’s hatch. There were two diferent periscope 

designs: some T-34-85s had a high PTK-5 periscope from 

1943, but the majority were equipped with a low MK-4 peri-

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
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The three-man turret on the T-34-85 was one of several significant innovations that 
greatly enhanced its combat effectiveness in comparison with its earlier versions. 
Here is a view of the turret seen from above, and this is the part with which you 
start when you come to assemble the model.

scope. The most important diference between the turret 

designs was the location of the commander’s cupola.  

In 1944, cupola production was increased, and the early 

versions were given a small ledge on the left side of the  

turret intended for this cupola. The turret roof took the 

form of an armored plate that rotated on a ball bushing.  

It comprised two parts, one of which was hinged and able 

to open. On the early version of the T-34, both parts of this 

hatch could be opened.
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In 1944 this Т-34-85  
was equipped with  
a commander’s cupola,  
for which a ledge was 
provided on the side of  
the turret.



component codes
Code numbers refer to the issue number in which the parts 

are supplied (001 = issue 1 and so on) and a letter code  

(A, B, C...) to distinguish each piece. Hence 001A = issue 1,  

part A (turret top).

screw codes
Screws are identified by their diameter × length in milli-

metres. Those which screw into metal have the letter code M; 

those for plastic have the code P. Different types and lengths 

have a letter prefix (A, B, C...) for ease of identity.  

Hence a BP screw is 1.7mm × 4mm for plastic.

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

001A Turret roof 1

001B Loader’s hatch 1

001C Loader’s hatch hinge 1

001D Hinge pin 1

001E Periscope window 2

001F Periscope body 2

001G 2mm Screwdriver 1

001H Tweezers 1

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw   3+1*

* includes spare

001A

001G

001H

001D

001B

001E

001F
BP

001C

1
Take the loader’s hatch (001B) and align the hinge (001C) 

as shown. Be careful to ofset the hinge sections so that the 

hinge plates align. Press together to engage the hinge.

001C

001B

3
Place the loader’s hatch (001B) over the 

port in the turret roof (001A) and align 

the hinge (001C) with the corresponding 

socket behind the port. Press the hinge into the 

socket and hold the hatch door in place while 

you turn the 

assembly upside 

down.

4
Fix the hinge 

(001C) to the 

turret roof us-

ing one type BP screw 

from the underside, as 

shown – see Self-Tap-

ping Screws (right).

SELF-TAPPING  
SCREWS

Self-tapping screws cut their own thread  

in plastic. To make this easier, drive the screw  

only part of the way in at first. Then give the screw  

a half turn, anti-clockwise, before continuing  

to tighten it. This will release the plastic shavings 

created as the screw cuts its thread, and so help  

to prevent the screw from jamming before  

it is fully tightened. Repeat as necessary.

Always grip the screwdriver firmly and hold  

it upright to prevent it slipping out of 

 the screw head.

001D

2
Carefully insert the hinge pin (001D) through the hinge to 

lock the pieces together. Do not force the pin – you may need 

to twist the hinge back and forth slightly to align the central 

hole. Use your ingernail or small pliers to push the pin all the way 

through.

001B

001C
001A

BP
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001F

001E

BP

6
Repeat step 5 for the other peri-

scope window (001E) and periscope 

body (001F).

7
This is how your model should look once this assem-

bly stage is completed. The loader’s hatch can now 

be hinged up and down as you wish – but must be 

handled with care. Keep the assembly in a safe place until the 

next stage.

PHILLIPS SCREW HEADS
All screws supplied with your T-34 tank kit are of the Phillips cross-head type.  

Do NOT use a Pozidriv screwdriver, as its angled tip differs from that of a Phillips type  

and there are four extra splines in the quadrants, so a good grip with the head of the screw  

will not be made and you may burr the head.

Phillips 
head ✔

✘Pozidriv 
head

5
Take one periscope window (001E) and insert it 

into one of the sockets in the turret roof (001A) 

as shown here, with the mirrored panel facing 

outwards. Align one periscope body (001F) beneath 

the turret roof and ix the two pieces together with one 

BP screw. Note: There is a small locking lug which must 

align on both pieces.

BP

001E

001A

001A

001E

001F

001F
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E
arly versions of the T-34-85 had been equipped with an 

85mm D-5T  (or D-5-T85) cannon with a long 51.6 ca-

liber barrel. This cannon weighed around 1530 kg and 

had a maximum recoil length of 320 mm. It had had a 

wedge breech block, similar to the wedge on the T-34 can-

non, with a semi-automatic gear of mechanical type. 

The recoil mechanisms comprised a hydraulic recoil bufer 

and a hydro-pneumatic return gear located above the barrel: 

the return gear on the right, and the bufer on the left. 

From March 1944, the T-34-85 was equipped with a С-53 

STEP 2

cannon (and later with the ZIS-C-53), 1944 model, with  

a long 54.6 caliber barrel. The weight of the unarmored 

tipping part of the cannon was 1150 kg, and the maximum 

recoil length was 330 mm. The elevation varied from -5° to 

+22°. The cannon had a vertical breech block with a semi-

automatic gear of mechanical type.

The cannon trigger mechanism comprised electrical and 

mechanical (manual) triggers. The electrical trigger lever was 

located on the elevating hand wheel handle, while the manual 

lever was located on the left-hand cannon armor plate.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Fitting an 85mm cannon to this tank greatly enhanced its firepower and enabled it  
to fight one-on-one against German tanks, and even against such heavy tanks as  
the  “Tiger” and the “Panther”. 

The T-34-85 tank fitted with 
the C-53 cannon entered  
the service of the Red Army 
in accordance with a State 
Defense Committee directive 
from 23 January 1944.



002D

002E

002E

LM

3
Take the cannon breech left front 

(002D) and place it over the can-

non breech right front (002E) so 

that the screw posts on the inside connect. 

Fix the pieces 

together with two 

LM screws.

4
Take the cannon mantlet (002B) 

and slide it on the cannon base 

(002C). Ensure that its two 

locating slots engage with the two tabs 

on the cannon base as shown.

002B

002C

002B5
Fit the cannon mantlet assembly 

to the front of the cannon breech 

assembly. Ensure that the tab on  

the left side of the breech engages with  

the slot in the left side of the mantlet. Fix  

the breech to the mantlet using four LM 

screws. Fit them  

all loosely at first, 

then tighten 

opposite diagonals  

in rotation.

LM
LM
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002A002C

002D
002E

002B

1
Take the 85mm cannon barrel (002A) 

and align the two tabs on its base 

with the two slots in the cannon base 

(002C), then hold 

the two pieces 

firmly together.

002C

002A

002A002C

PM

LM PM

CODE NUMBERS
Code numbers refer to the issue number in which  

the parts are supplied (001 = issue 1 and so on) and a letter 

code (A, B, C...) to distinguish each piece.  

Hence 001A = issue 1, part A (turret top).

 

Screws are identified by diameter × length. Those into 

metal have the code M; those into plastic have the code  

P. Each different type has a letter prefix (A, B, C...).  

Hence a BP screw is 1.7mm × 4mm for plastic.

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

002A 85mm cannon barrel 1

002B Cannon mantlet 1

002C Cannon base 1

002D Cannon breech left front 1

002E Cannon breech right front 1

LM 2.3 × 4mm screw 6+2*

PM 2.3 × 6mm screw 1+1*

* includes spares

2
Fix the cannon barrel to the cannon 

base using one PM screw. The 

magnetic screwdriver supplied with 

issue 1 will assist inserting the screw into 

the recess. Ensure the screw is tight, but do 

not overtighten it, as you could strip the 

thread.
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T
he T-34-85 turret was made of fashioned cast steel. 

At the front there were ports for itting the cannon, 

a coaxial machine gun and a turret sight. Outside 

on the side walls of the turret, there were four lifting 

eyes and three rails, and on the back there were six clips for 

a tarpaulin. 

In the side walls of the turret there were iring ports 

on each side covered by armour plugs and 

STEP 3
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latches. The early versions of the tank equipped with a D-5T 

canon had lookout slits above these ports. In the 1944-1945 

versions, only one lookout slit at the right of the turret was 

retained, near the tank loader. The Т-34-85s manufactured af-

ter the war had no lookout slits in the turret, inside which, on 

the left side, the 9PC transceiver radio set was located. It was 

a compact single unit, and was designed to be powered by 

the 24 V vehicle network.

1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 was equipped with the most outstanding Soviet vehicular radio set of 
the Second World War, the 9PC. On the T-34-85 it was relocated from the hull to  
the turret, and from then on it was operated by the tank commander.

The 9PC radio set ensured 
stable voice communication 
within a range of 25 km 
when stationary and 18 km 
when on the move.



003A

003O

003N

003P 003Q

003B 003C 003D 003E

003G 003H

003I 003I
003J

003K 003K

003M003M

003F

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

003A Turret left side 1

003B–M Decals (with Russian and Polish options) 12

003N Left turret handrail 1

003O Left turret power control box A 1

003P Left turret lock 1

003Q Left turret lock base 1

HM 2.0 × 4mm screw 2+1*

* includes spare

CARE WITH  
PAINTED PARTS

The metal parts of your tank kit have been painted for 

you. Take special care when assembling them to avoid 

scratching the painted surfaces. If you need to lay  

the assemblies on a work surface whilst fitting screws, 

ensure you pad the painted parts with a soft,  

clean cloth.

PAINT COLOURS
Your tank parts have been pre-painted 

and should not require any further 

painting. However, if you scratch or 

otherwise damage the paintwork 

during assembly or afterwards and you 

need to touch up the marks, here are 

the main colour specifications, based 

on code numbers in the Tamiya Paints 

range (© Tamiya America, Inc.)

HM

003A

003A

003O

003Q

003P

1
Take the left turret power control  

box A (003O) and position it over  

the two screw posts on the inside 

lower edge of  

the turret left side 

(003A) as shown.  

Fix the box using two 

HM screws through  

the underside.

2
Take the left turret lock base (003Q) and 

push it through the hole shown here  

in the left turret side (003A) from  

the outside. Note that the shaft  

is angled to match the contour 

of the side, so rotate it until  

it seats correctly. Then clip  

the left turret lock (003P)  

over the protruding prong of  

the base on the inside of  

the turret to secure both pieces.

HM
HM

003N

003A

SUPER GLUE
Cyanoacrylate (ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate) glue – commonly 

sold as ‘super glue’ – is ideal for bonding plastic, metal, 

rubber, wood and other materials quickly and firmly.  

Use it with caution, following all the safety instructions 

provided by the manufacturer.  

Do NOT get it on your skin or in your eyes, but if you do by 

accident, follow the instructions provided on the packaging 

immediately.  

Keep super glue away from children.

3
Take the handrail (003N) and press its two pins into 

the holes in the turret right side (003A) – the pins are 

angled to match the slope of the turret side, so ensure 

you it them the correct way up. Note: The handrail should be 

a tight it without gluing but, if desired, put a tiny dab of super 

glue on each of the protruding pins, allowing it to soak into  

the holes and make a irm seal. Ensure you do NOT get any 

glue on external painted surfaces – see Super Glue below.
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4
Take the sheet of decals supplied with 

this issue and cut out pieces 003B, 

003I and 003J. You will also need  

the tweezers (001H) supplied with issue 1  

and a small bowl of luke warm water. A small 

artist’s brush may also be useful to assist  

with sliding the decals on to the model.  

You will also need some soft paper tissue. 

NOTE: If you prefer, you may delay applying 

decals to the exterior of the tank until the 

model is completed, but the interior decal 

must be applied now.

6
Position the backing sheet over the turret 

left side (003A) as shown and slide  

the decal into place. Gently ease the 

backing sheet from under the decal. When it is 

correctly positioned, dab the decal dry with soft 

tissue and wipe gently to each side to remove any 

air bubbles. Allow the decal to air-dry for at least 

ive minutes before continuing.

003B
003J003I

003I

003I

001H

001H

вода

вода 

003A

003A

5
Soak the irst of the decals to 

be applied – the Soviet red star 

insignia (003I) – in a small bowl 

of luke warm water for about 30 seconds 

until the decal can be slid smoothly from 

the backing sheet. 

003J

003J

003B

003B

вода 

вода 

003A

003A

7
Repeat the same techniques to 

apply decal 003J to the turret 

left side (003A) in the position 

shown here.

8
Repeat the same techniques 

to apply decal 003B to  

the inside of the turret  

left side (003A) in the position 

shown here.
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STEP 4

Between 1943 and 1945, 
26,347 85 mm cannon  
for the T-34-85 were 
manufactured.

mechanism and the return gear were placed beneath  

the breech block base, which made it possible to lower  

the iring line and extend the distance between the breech 

ring and the rear turret wall.

During the summer of 1944, the cannon was upgraded 

and its barrel walls were thickened, which reinforced  

the bottom slide and the cradle. The trunnions were located 

somewhat closer to the front. In the recoil mechanism,  

the spindle proile was modiied, the cam was simpliied  

and a new electric trigger button was introduced, while  

the cannon armour mask was also modiied. This cannon 

was designated the ZIS-S-53.

T
he cannon was mounted in the embrasure at  

the front of the turret port by means of trunnions. 

The cradle trunnions were demountable; and one 

end was ixed to the turret brackets with bolts, while 

the other end was located in the cradle apertures, in which, 

to reduce friction, bronze collars were press-itted.

At the front, the turret port was covered by a sliding armor 

plate placed on the cannon barrel and attached to the front 

of the cradle with bolts.

The S-53 cannon possessed the advantage of difering 

favorably from comparison with other cannon by virtue 

of the simplicity of its design and its reliability. The recoil 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The ZIS-S-53 85 mm tank cannon was developed from the 52K (1939) ballistic 85 mm 
anti-aircraft gun and made use of the same ammunition. 



CODE NUMBERS
Code numbers refer to the issue number in which the parts are 

supplied (001 = issue 1 and so on) and a letter code (A, B, C...)  

to distinguish each piece. Hence 001A = issue 1, part A (turret top).

 

SCREWS
Screws are identified by diameter × length. Those into metal have 

the code M; those into plastic have the code P. Each different type 

has a letter prefix (A, B, C...). Hence a BP screw is 1.7mm × 4mm  

for plastic.

004A

004C

004H 004H

004E

004F

004H

004G

004B

004D

004G

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

004A Turret right side 1

004B Right turret handrail 1

004C Right turret lock 1

004D Right turret lock base 1

004E Machine-gun magazine rack 1

004F Machine-gun ammunition magazine 4

004G UBR-365 85mm armour-piercing shell 4

004H Cannon shell holders (right turret) 2

BM 1.7 × 4mm screw 4+1*

DP 1.5 × 5mm screw 8+2*

* includes spares

1
Take one of the armour-piercing shells (004G) and ix it  

to one end of a shell holder (004H) using one DP screw. 

Then ix the second shell holder  

to the same shell using one DP screw.  

NOTE: Each shell holder has a ixing tab 

at one end to mount on to the turret side. 

Ensure you do NOT use this tab  

to ix a shell. (See step 3.)

DP

DP

DPBM

tab

004A

004E

004F

004E

004G

004H

004A

2
Take the other three armour-pier-

cing shells (004G) and ix them 

in line along both shell holders 

(004H) using six more DP screws. 

4
Take the machine-gun magazine 

rack (004E) and ix it to the inside 

of the turret right side (004A) with 

two BM screws, ensuring the four slots 

for the maga-

zines are facing 

upwards.

3
Take the shell holder assembly and 

ix it to the inside of the turret right 

side (004A) with 

two BM screws through 

the upper tabs.

5
Slide the four machine-gun ammunition 

magazines (004F) into the slots in  

the magazine rack (004E).

DP

BM
BM

BM

BM
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8
Take the sheet of decals supplied with 

issue 3 and cut out the pieces 003I and 

003K. You will also need the tweezers 

(001H) supplied with issue 1 and a small bowl 

of luke warm water. A small artist’s brush may 

also be useful to assist with sliding the decals 

on to the model. You will also need some soft 

paper tissue. NOTE: If you prefer, you may delay 

applying decals to the exterior of the tank until 

the model is completed.

003I 003K

001H
вода

004A

004A

004D

004C

6
Take the right turret lock base 

(004D) and push it through  

the hole shown here in the right 

turret side (004A) from the outside.  

Then clip the right turret lock 

(004C) over the protruding 

prong of the base on the inside 

to secure both pieces.

004B

004A

SUPER GLUE
Cyanoacrylate (ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate) glue – commonly sold as 

‘super glue’ – is ideal for bonding plastic, metal, rubber, wood 

and other materials quickly and firmly.  

Use it with caution, following all the safety instructions provided 

by the manufacturer.  

Do NOT get it on your skin or in your eyes, but if you do by 

accident, follow the instructions provided on the packaging 

immediately.  

Keep super glue away from children.

7
Take the right turret handrail (004B) and press its two pins 

into the holes in the turret right side (004A) – note that 

the pins are angled to match the slope of the turret side, 

so ensure you it them the correct way up. If desired, put a dab of 

super glue on each of the protruding pins, allowing it to soak into 

the holes and make a irm seal. Ensure you do NOT get any glue 

on painted surfaces – see Super Glue below.

10
Position the backing sheet over  

the turret right side (004A) as shown  

and slide the decal into place. Gently  

ease the backing sheet from under the decal. When  

it is correctly positioned, dab the decal dry with soft  

tissue and wipe gently to each side to remove  

any air bubbles. Allow the decal to air-dry for at least  

ive minutes before continuing.

003I

003I

003K

001H

004A

вода 

004A

9
Soak the irst of the decals to be 

applied – the Soviet red star insignia 

(003I) – in a small bowl of luke warm 

water for about 30 seconds until the decal 

can be slid smoothly from the backing sheet. 

11
Repeat the same techniques to 

apply decal 003K to the turret 

right side (004A) in the position 

shown here. Put the piece aside to dry 

thoroughly.
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